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Abstract 1 
2 

Recent behavioral evidence indicates that awake sleepwalkers show dissociation of motor 3 

control and motor awareness in a virtual reality (VR) paradigm. Intriguingly, this 4 

dissociation resembles the nocturnal disintegration of motor awareness and movement during 5 

episodes of sleepwalking. Here, we set out to examine the neural underpinnings of altered 6 

motor agency in sleepwalkers by measuring EEG modulation during redirected walking in VR. 7 

Using this approach, we discovered distinct EEG patterns in awake sleepwalkers indicating 8 

facilitated dual tasking and salient habitual motor control as compared to healthy subjects. 9 

These observations provide electrophysiological evidence for the proposed brain-body 10 

dissociation in awake sleepwalkers.  In conclusion, this study shows proof-of-principle that 11 

EEG biomarkers of movement in a VR setting might add to the diagnostic work-up of awake 12 

sleepwalkers. 13 
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Short report 14 
15 

Patients suffering from parasomnia can enter a nocturnal dissociative state of body wakefulness and 16 
mind sleep [1]. Complex behaviors, including walking ('sleepwalking') and speaking, are executed in the 17 
absence of overt consciousness, while the brain remains in deep sleep [2]. The sense of agency - the 18 
awareness of initiating and executing motor action - is a key aspect of an individual's bodily self [3–5]. 19 
In sleepwalkers, the mutual interaction between volitional control and bodily movements is temporarily 20 
decoupled during episodes of parasomnia. Sleepwalking can thus be conceptualized not only as an 21 
arousal disorder, but also as a sleep disorder of motor agency. In sleepwalkers, this dysfunctional brain 22 
state emerges exclusively during deep sleep, while awake sleepwalkers show normal performance in 23 
neurological or cognitive assessments. Therefore, diagnosis of parasomnia typically requires sleep 24 
examinations in specialized clinics. However, in a recent inspiring study, Kannape and co-workers [6] 25 
used a virtual reality (VR) paradigm to unmask altered motor awareness in sleepwalkers: Implementing 26 
a walking paradigm with deviated feedback, the authors investigated sleepwalkers while modulating 27 
motor control and perception. The core finding of the study was that sleepwalkers maintained more 28 
stable motor control and better motor awareness while walking under cognitive load, indicating a multi-29 
tasking advantage. These findings imply that awake sleepwalkers might utilize different brain networks 30 
of motor control even during wakefulness. 31 

32 
We set out to test this hypothesis by measuring EEG activity in a VR paradigm analogous to the one 33 
used by Kannape et al. [6] to measure on-line electrophysiological biomarkers of motor control. To this 34 
end, we analyzed the central beta EEG power, a measure known to be reduced prior to and during 35 
actual and imagined motor behavior [7–10].  High beta power in precentral cortical areas has also been 36 
connected to lower cognitive load and more intrinsic (habitual) motor control [11]. In a similar vein, we 37 
recently found high beta activity in an invasive electrophysiological study during episodes of REM sleep 38 
parasomnia.[12]  This fueled our hypothesis that beta power would be differentially modulated in awake 39 
sleepwalkers performing a motor task as compared to controls. Considering the superior motor 40 
performance under cognitive load for sleepwalkers in Kannape’s study, we expected higher beta 41 
activity (corresponding to more habitual motor control) in awake sleepwalkers, especially under dual 42 
task conditions (serial-7 subtraction task). 43 

44 
The experimental setup is depicted in Figure 1A, showing a participant in the virtual environment under 45 
variable feedback distortion that allowed for determining the subjective redirection threshold similar as 46 
in Kannape et al. In contrast to Kannape’s work, we implemented a first-person VR-perspective and a 47 
longer walking trajectory (Supplementary Table 1). Feedback distortion was achieved through the 48 
method of redirected walking [13]. Using this approach, the distinction between sub- or supra-threshold 49 
motor control can be interpreted as a measure of subjective motor awareness. This paradigm is an 50 
extension of the classical paradigm for measuring hand agency by Fournet and Jeannerod [14]. To 51 
increase the generalizability of our approach, we also determined redirection thresholds in an upper 52 
limb task (for details on the experimental procedures see Appendix). 53 

54 
Our analysis focused on (i) reproducing the findings of Kannape et al. on a behavioral level and (ii) 55 
investigating the modulation of central beta power during the experimental procedures. 56 
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As in the preceding study [6], walking accuracy, velocity and subjective redirection threshold was not 57 
significantly different between the two groups (supplementary Table 1). However, in contrast to 58 
Kannape et al., we found no significant interaction between the two groups and conditions (cognitive 59 
load), neither in redirection threshold nor in motor performance (supplementary Table 1). On the other 60 
hand, the EEG analysis revealed significant beta power differences in sleepwalkers as compared to the 61 
control group (Figure 1B-C). First, the bivariate comparison between the groups showed overall higher 62 
beta power in sleepwalkers over the right central region (during re-direction to the left) in the lower beta 63 
band (Figure 1B). We focused therefore on the interaction of central beta activity with the experimental 64 
conditions (dual versus single tasks) and subjective awareness of redirection. Here, we found higher 65 
relative beta power in sleepwalkers under cognitive load (Figure 1D). Finally, we analyzed beta power 66 
in relation to the subjective redirection threshold during unbiased walking (no redirection), subthreshold 67 
redirected walking (unaware of redirection) and supra-threshold redirection (aware of redirection) to 68 
account for the modulation of motor control with individual motor agency. This analysis revealed 69 
significantly higher beta power in subthreshold redirected walking in sleepwalkers, but no difference in 70 
control subjects (Figure 1C). In other words, sleepwalkers shift towards more habitual motor 71 
performance (higher beta power) while being unaware of the redirection. Interestingly, we observed a 72 
similar pattern of altered motor control in subthershold condition also in an analogous upper-limb task 73 
(supplementary Figure 1).  74 
 75 
While using a VR paradigm of redirected walking similar to Kannape’s study [6], we failed to reproduce 76 
their behavioral findings. This disagreement might be due to the first-person perspective implemented 77 
in our study, allowing for a more effective redirection in both groups. Alternatively, the use of a head-78 
mounted display may have facilitated redirection over using a back-projection screen. In any case, the 79 
novelty we provide here is the electrophysiological evidence for the brain-body dissociation in awake 80 
sleepwalkers. In particular, we found that sleepwalkers shift efficiently to a more habitual motor 81 
performance by using intrinsic patterns of movement (under cognitive load and in subthreshold 82 
redirected walking, Figure 1C-D). This bias towards a more intrinsic motor control echoes the previous 83 
observation of better motor performance under cognitive load in Kannape’s work. Our findings 84 
complement these observations by documenting the sleepwalkers’ dissociation not only on a behavioral 85 
level, but also based on altered EEG biomarkers of motor control. As the same effects were also 86 
observed in an analogous task for the upper-limb (supplementary Figure 1), we argue that we revealed 87 
a characteristic higher-level property of altered motor control in sleepwalkers. The observed EEG 88 
changes in our study might thus provide insights in the neural underpinning for the altered motor control 89 
in sleepwalkers as observed by Kannape et al. In this way, both studies (albeit using different VR 90 
technologies) showed evidence for motor dissociation from awake awareness. Nevertheless, further 91 
studies are needed for a direct comparison of the different VR-paradigms on a behavioral and 92 
electrophysiological level.  93 
In conclusion, our findings offer an intriguing electrophysiological explanation for the recurrent nocturnal 94 
episodes with unconscious motor action through habitual dual task control while simultaneously 95 
remaining in deep sleep. Finally, we provide further evidence that selective manipulation of motor 96 
control using a virtual environment can reveal significant differences in awake sleepwalkers as 97 
compared to control subjects, and might add to their diagnostic evaluation. 98 
 99 
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100 
Figure 1: Experimental setup and main results (A) Illustration of a walking trajectory manipulation through redirected 101 
walking with simultaneous measurement of surface EEG. Alternative forced choice was used to determine the individual 102 
redirection threshold. For trajectories below the threshold, participants are unaware of redirection (sub-threshold), while they 103 
are aware of redirection above (supra-threshold). (B) Mapping of low beta EEG power (13-20Hz) during redirected walking in 104 
sleepwalkers (relative to control subjects). Positive values indicate higher beta power for sleepwalkers (significant differences 105 
in C3, C4 and Pz). Electrode positions according to the 10/20 system are shown as black dots (with linear interpolation on a 106 
Cartesian grid). (C) Beta power relative to baseline (resting condition) during redirected walking is higher for sleepwalkers 107 
(SW) in the sub-threshold condition (middle panel, significant interaction between group and condition p<0.005). Post-hoc 108 
comparison showed significant differences for sleepwalkers in sub-threshold as compared to both other conditions (* p<0.005), 109 
but not for controls (n.s.). (D) Beta power relative to baseline (resting condition) is higher in sleepwalkers under dual task 110 
condition (significant interaction, * p<0.05) Post-hoc comparison shows a significant difference between sleepwalkers and 111 
controls only in dual task condition (* p<0.05). Beta PSD was normalized to pre-experiemental resting condition (set to zero) in 112 
C and D. 113 
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Appendix 1 - Methods and Procedures (online only)161 
162 

Participants 163 
164 

We recruited 15 patients (f: 7 and m: 8, mean age 30.6 y, range 22-47) with confirmed diagnosis of 165 
NREM parasomnia based on previous state-of-the-art sleep laboratory examinations (video-166 
polysomnography). Additionally, all patients had a history of nocturnal episodes including sleepwalking. 167 
Eight patients had a positive family history for NREM parasomnia. Eight patients also reported injuries 168 
from nocturnal episodes. Based on the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory [1], 11 patients were right-169 
handed, two patients were ambidextrous and 2 were left-handed. To avoid chronobiological effects on 170 
behavior and EEG, we randomly measured half of the patients (7 patients) in the morning hours (08.30) 171 
and the remaining half at noon (12:30). 172 
For our control group, we included 15 age and gender matched healthy volunteers (f: 8 and m: 7) 173 
without sleep-related disorders. To match for handedness, we included two left-handed and 13 right-174 
handed participants. The control group has a mean age of 26y (range 22-39, not significantly different 175 
as compared to the patients). 176 

177 
All participants signed an informed consent prior to starting the experiment. All experimental 178 
procedures were approved by the Cantonal Ethics Committee of Zurich (BASEC number: 2019-00195) 179 
and carried out in accordance with the ethical standards of the Declaration of Helsinki. 180 

181 
Experimental procedure 182 

183 
In both groups, a non-invasive scalp EEG using the international 10/20 montage (23 surface 184 
electrodes) was applied.  EEG activity was measured for 20 minutes at rest (prior to entering the VR 185 
environment) and during the entire experiment. We used a mobile EEG device to be able to measure 186 
EEG during motor tasks (Trex HD amplifier, Natus Neuroworks) with a standard EEG cap (GVB 187 
Multicap). EEG was sampled at 512 Hz. For the redirection threshold estimation, participants wore an 188 
Oculus DK2 HMD and were connected to an Intersense IS-1200 optical tracking system for 6 DOF 189 
head position tracking at 180 Hz [16] (Figure 1A). In redirected walking the virtual environment is 190 
rotated around the user, forcing him/her onto a curved pathway and consequently causing a mismatch 191 
between the visually perceived and the physically performed walking trajectory (Figure 1). Based on the 192 
individual redirection detection thresholds, one can distinguish sub- and supra-threshold motor control, 193 
which can be interpreted as a measure of subjective motor awareness. 194 

195 
For each participant, the redirection threshold was assessed under a control condition and a dual-task 196 
condition. In the control condition, participants started at one end of a 12 m × 6 m tracking area and 197 
found themselves in an empty virtual room with a red pillar 7.5 m in front of them. Redirection 198 
thresholds were determined in a two-alternative forced choice task (2AFC task). Participants were 199 
asked to walk straight to the red pillar for two consecutive trials. In only one of the two trials, a leftward 200 
redirection of a specific intensity was applied. To familiarize the participants with the virtual environment 201 
and the different paradigms, we performed six trial runs (3 with and without redirection) for both the 202 
single and the dual tasks condition. Training runs were balanced between groups to ensure the same 203 
level of habituation.  Only one-sided redirection was applied to increase power and reliablity of the 204 
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subsequent EEG analysis. After completion of the two trials, participants were asked in which of the two 205 
trials the redirection had taken place. Depending on the correctness of the answer, the tested 206 
redirection intensity was adapted in the next round. In total, each participant completed 50 rounds in 207 
each condition. The selection of the tested intensities and the final estimation of the detection threshold 208 
was done using the Bayesian-based adaptive threshold estimation procedure QUEST [17].  QUEST 209 
uses a psychometric function to model the probability of giving a correct answer for a specific 210 
redirection. The psychometric function starts at a guessing rate of 50% for low redirection gains and 211 
approaches a perfect detection rate for strong redirection gains. The detection threshold is classically 212 
determined as the stimulus intensity correctly detected in 75% of the cases. The individual detection 213 
threshold was determined for each participant and compared between groups. Furthermore, we used 214 
the individual redirection threshold for classification of each trial in subthreshold and supra-threshold 215 
walking. Trials with redirection without subjective awareness were labelled as subthreshold, whereas 216 
suprathreshold redirection refers to trial with subjective redirection awareness. This classification was 217 
then used to compare EEG biomarkers between walking trials with and without awareness of 218 
redirection (Figure 1A/C). In total, in each group 1450 trials were performed (725 trials for the control 219 
condition and 725 trials for the dual-task condition). Of the 1450 trials with redirection, 595 were in 220 
subthershold and 855 in supra-thershold condition with no significant difference between groups. 221 

222 
In the dual-task condition, the threshold estimation followed the same general procedure. However, 223 
participants were requested to perform a serial-7 subtraction task while walking towards the virtual 224 
target. Specifically, before starting each trial, participants were shown a randomly generated two-digit 225 
number on the screen. Starting with this number, participants had to continuously subtract the number 226 
seven (while walking) and report the solutions verbally. The starting values of the serial-7 subtraction 227 
task were set between 70-100 to make sure that no negative numbers were reached in a trial. 228 

229 
Each condition took approximately 30 minutes. The order of the two conditions was randomized and 230 
counterbalanced over participants. Before starting the redirection threshold estimation, participants 231 
performed a short series of training trials in both conditions in order to get used to the redirection 232 
procedure. 233 

234 
For the modulation of motor awareness and motor control for an upper limb task, we implemented a 235 
similar VR task as follows: Participants sat upright in front of a tablet (WACOM digitizer tablet PTH 651, 236 
370x275 mm) wearing an HMD (Oculus DK2). In the HMD, participants were presented with a 237 
rectangular field, representing the drawing board from a bird's eye perspective. Participants controlled a 238 
cursor on this field using a stylus on the digitizer tablet. For each trial, a starting and target position 239 
were indicated on the field. After moving the stylus to the starting position, the task for participants was 240 
to guide the pen straight to the target position on the other side of the rectangular field. Similar to the 241 
feedback distortion used in redirected walking, a redirection was induced into the movements of the 242 
cursor. Participants had to perform a curved drawing motion to counteract this manipulation and to 243 
guide the cursor straight to the target. The estimation of the detection thresholds of the induced 244 
feedback distortion was performed in the same fashion as for redirected walking (2AFC task). Because 245 
of the shorter amount of time needed for drawing compared to walking, more trials were performed. In 246 
total, 2320 trials were performed in each group (1160 trials for the control condition and 1160 trials for 247 
the dual-task condition). The dual task consisted of the same serial-7 subtraction task used in the 248 
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redirected walking threshold estimation. To prevent participants from performing very quick drawing 249 
motions, a timer (visually represented as a clock) signalized participants the time in which they were 250 
supposed to reach the target position. Trials with a slower or faster drawing speed were labeled as 251 
invalid trials and were repeated. 252 

253 
EEG post-processing 254 

255 
To quantify the modulation of spectral properties of the EEG signal during the motor task, we calculated 256 
the average power spectral density (PSD) during all experiments using a modified periodogram [18] 257 
approach (256 samples Hanning window, 50% window overlap, 512 Hz sampling rate). The full spectral 258 
analysis revealed a consistent beta peak in the low beta band (12-20Hz) over the central electrodes 259 
(C3/C4, Figure 1B). To adjust for inter-individual variability of the raw EEG amplitude and background 260 
beta power, we normalized the beta power during movement to the average beta power in the resting 261 
condition prior to movement initiation (baseline). This normalization also accounts for possible vigilance 262 
effects on the background beta levels across groups. Beta power was calculated in a common 263 
reference montage for mapping (Figure 1B) and in a bipolar montage from the region showing the most 264 
prominent modulation (C4-Cz) for the further multi-linear correlation analysis. No electrode clustering 265 
was performed for statistical analysis.  We implemented a spectral-based artifact rejection (excluding 266 
epochs with gamma power (>30Hz) 3 times over the individual median. The number of rejected trials 267 
due to artifacts was not different between the groups (8% for sleepwalkers versus 9% for controls). 268 

269 
Statistical analysis 270 

271 
We used R (R CoreTeam, 2012) to perform a linear mixed model analysis for the relationship between 272 
beta power (dependent variable) and group (sleepwalker/controls), task (dual/single) and redirection 273 
awareness (subthreshold/suprathreshold/control condition) as independent variables, respectively. 274 
Individuals were included as random variables. We controlled for age, gender and handedness and 275 
circadian effects (morning/afternoon measurement). All p-values were obtained by likelihood ratio tests. 276 
For post-hoc comparisons (data in Figure 1C-D), we applied the Satterthwaite method with Tukey 277 
adjustment. All analyses were repeated in the same way with the exclusion of the two left handed 278 
participants, showing the same significant effects as reported. 279 
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293 
294 

295 
Supp. Figure 1 EEG beta modulation for the upper-limb task (A) Beta power relative to baseline during 296 
redirected walking is higher for sleepwalkers (SW) in the sub-threshold condition (middle panel, significant 297 
interaction between group and condition *p<0.05). (B) Beta power relative to baseline is higher in sleepwalkers 298 
under dual task condition (significant interaction, p<0.05). 299 

300 
301 
302 
303 
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Supplementary Table 1 

Supplementary Table 1: Comparison of behavioral effects in Kannape et al. [6] and the current study 
including velocity, redirection threshold, accuracy for the implemented walking and drawing paradigms. 
Analyzed variables are shown in column 4, tested interactions between variables are marked with a 
colon between variables (e.g. task:group). P values from a linear mixed model analysis for the 
dependent variable (column 1) are given in column 5.  
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